
    CHANGING THE WORLD:   by law, by vote, with wisdom.
This book is sent to you, for your evaluation:  strictly because the price of losing our 

world, destroying our nature, igniting atoms of fire; just like the sun on our planet, mutilating 
the bodies of life, risking all sources of food, depleting the oxygen supply for our world, 
reducing our resources to trash, polluting/ poisoning/ terrorizing/ over-populating humanity;  
and all the rest that is being done.  By the evidence: as can only end in our extinction/ Is a price 
too high to pay. 

Without one last honest fight to save this world. Therefore the last site of twelve  
www.justtalking7.info was created/ and this book is a companion to that. It is on kindle 
publishing/ through amazon.

The value of the work is simple and direct:  it is a living discipline, based upon the realities
of order, that can be achieved for our humanity. By balancing truth and identifying the cost of 
discarding wants:  we can return to a planet which will survive. The reality of our exact position 
in terms of survival;  as has been demanded throughout forty+ years of work is this.  WE MUST 
HAVE AN ACCURATE AND TRUE INVESTIGATION. ESTABLISHED IN A COURTROOM/ BY THE 
EVIDENCE/ NOT THEORIES.  SO NONE CAN HONESTLY DENY ITS FINDINGS. With regard to 
every threat we face as a world, nation, nature, future, etc. With few exceptions, the primary 
threat is university; because through the universities: the very fabric of life itself is being 
destroyed. “By monkeys in the warehouse of biology, attacking the very foundations upon 
which we rise. Worms of knowledge, consuming the very truths of our existence, the realities of
our world which make life possible; with their fantasy, theft, fraud, failure, and the true intent 
of evil. Once such things as atoms are ignited on fire, this world is fuel: and we enter HELL!

In America; our employees hired to participate in our lives and society; by obeying the 
constitution which is our government. Have denied this reality of: demanding the universities 
cannot play god.   Demanding they must prove the consequences of being WRONG, and let us 
decide for ourselves!   YOUR leaders refuse that demand, and its legal constitutional right: to 
defend ourselves as we the people.

Our defense then begins with a true and complete (as best we can) understanding of the 
knowledge that we do own: shared by all.  With the absolute right, to regard every threat as 
personal. It is then, by our own judgment our own choice is:  whether this risk, is worth the 
price of “they were wrong”. Simple as that. After attaining those facts in a courtroom: we 
decide the future for ourselves by our vote; as is true democracy.  

Your job would be: to expand this knowledge of a legal right to defend ourselves, and a 
legal purpose to support life comes first, and to shape for ourselves, the true democracy of a 
nation or world;  that will then NOT be denied the fact:  WE, THIS WORLD, THIS NATURE, THE 
FUTURE OF ALL LIFE AND PLANET:  ARE NOT “your toys”. We have rights, the universities will 
obey us!  Armageddon: nature in chaos/ comes! Apocalypse: war for water/ comes!

http://www.justtalking7.info/
https://www.amazon.com/Changing-World-law-vote-wisdom/dp/1670080854/

